
- Daily email cost reports showing all 

Microsoft Azure spendings

- Analytics dashboard showing data by 

subscription, service types or tags

- Cost trend analytics and estimations for 

the upcoming month

- Customizable budget limits and alert 

notifications for all stakeholders

- Multi User Support with individual logins 

for all team members

azure cost monitor

The azure cost monitor is an easy and comfortable way to analyse and manage all azure cloud 
costs in one place. All azure cloud costs are processed into clear and accessible reports to monitor 
and understand pay as you go spendings. All reports are optimized to identify cost drivers and 
under-utilized resources which helps to leverage cost saving potentials. 

Nowadays companies are using modern 
scalable cloud infrastructures with a pay as you 
go model. This model has no limitations in the 
amount of usable cloud computing resources. 

As a result, these scalable resources often run 
longer than needed, producing lots of 
unnecessary costs. The azure cost monitor 
solves this problem by giving companies a 
simple to use cost control center.  

Organizations gain the ability to see all of their 
cloud costs centrally and to act upon those 
facts. This gives every company the freedom to 
put spending decisions in the hand of their 
engineers, admins or developers and provide 
transparency to every stakeholder in the 
company.

Features 

Start right now

The Azure Cost Monitor is available as a free 
solution, made in Germany: 
https://azure-costs.com
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Basic Edition - free forever

- Spending Stats and Cost Analytics

- Trend calculation and estimations for the 

upcoming month

- Dashboard showing data by subscription 

or service types

- 2 months data retention

- Includes all Freemium Edition Features

- Customizable budget limits and alert 

notifications for all stakeholders

- Daily email cost reports

- Resource Tags for structured dashboards

- 12 months data retention

Professional Edition

- Includes all Professional Edition Features

- Multi User Support with individual logins 

for all team members

- Branding Support for seamless 

integration into existing infrastructure

- Customer Sub Domain to offer simplified 

service access

- Azure Active Directory Support 

- Unlimited data retention

Enterprise Edition Service Provider & Reseller Edition

- Includes all Enterprise Edition Features

- Customer Management Dashboard 

- Custom SSL & Domain support

- Custom pricing & currency support

- Data access via RESTful API 

- Allows to resell enterprise subscriptions 


